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AN ALGEBRA OF' CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
(An Abstract) 
by 
Kay w. Dundas 
The purpose of this paper is to develop an algebraic 
system for continued fractions which represent the positive 
square roots of natural numbers. These continued fractions 
are shown to have the general form; 
{N = a + b b b b 
2a. + 2a + 2a + 2a"' + • . . 
where a and bare natural numbers. It is also shown that 
any continued fraction having this form represents the 
positive square root of some natura~ nu:mbe~. 
Equality of continued fractions having this particular 
form is defined and is shovm to be a trt.:e equivalence relation-
ship. The operations of addition and multiplication are 
defined and it is shown that these operations follow the 
associative, commutative, and distributive laws. 
In chapter three a method for obtaining simple con-
tinued fractions from the general form is developed. This 
method is applicable when the general form represents the 
square root of a natural number which is not a perfect square. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The continued fraction is an interesting expression 
which is encountered in elementary courses in the Theory of 
Numbers. The terminating continued fraction represents a 
rational number and does not require any new concepts of 
the student. The infinite continued fraction, however, 
introduces several new concepts end ideas to most students. 
Unlike the decimal representations which have no pattern, 
the continued fraction representing an irrational number 
often follows a definite pattern. This fact makes it pos-
sible to devise an algebraic system of operations for 
continued fractions. The first problem of this thesis is 
to develop such a system. 
Continued fraction representations for many different 
irrational numbers are known and it wo~ld be beyond the 
scope of one paper to incorporate all such representations 
in one system. Consequently this paper will be limited to 
a treatment of one type of irrational number, those repre-
sented by the positive square roots of the natural numbers 
(1,2,3, ••• ). This special type of irrational number is 
represented by a definite form of infinite continued fraction 
and special notation is introduced to aid in the development 
of the algebra of such numbers. 
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When working with continued fractions it is often 
necessary to obtain the simple continued fraction which 
represents some real number. The conventional methods for 
doing this are often tedious and time consuming. The 
second problem of this thesis is to develop an efficient 
method for obtaining the simple continued fraction of the 
positive square root of a natural number which is not a 
perfect square. 
The purpose of chapter one of this paper is to 
acquaint the reader with the terminology and general 
subject matter of continued fractions. The second chapter 
contains the development of an algebra of infinite con-
tinued fractions and chapter three consists of a me t hod 
for obtaining simple continued fractions. 
CHAPTER I 
CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Definition: An expression F of the form, 
F = + 
• • • (1-1) 
where the a•s and b's are integ e r s is called a continued 
fraction. Such an expression can be written: 
F = 
(1-2) 
with all of the(+) signs, except the first, placed between 
the an terms instead of being in the position indicating 
addition of rational numbers. [<1) p.3u'U 
The quantities a 0 , bl, 
a1 
b , --!!, are called 
elements of F. If the number of elements is finite, Fis 
called a terminating continued fraction. If the elemen ts 
are determined by a rule such that there is no last element 
then Fis called a non-terminating or infinite continued 
fraction. Non-terminating continued fractions are sometimes 
written: F = 
~5) P• 10~ 
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The terminating continued fraction obtained by stopping 
at any particular element of a given continued fraction is 
called a convergent. Thus the zero-th,first, second, . . . , 
convergents of the general continued fraction are: (1-1) 
ao, ao + b1, ao + b1 b2 __, . . . . 
al al+ a2 
If the nth convergent is denoted by An then: 
Bn 
bl= aoal + bl; 
Sil al 
A2 may be obtained from Ai by substituting a 1 + b2 
B2 Bl a2 
for a1. Thus, 
ao(al + b2/a2) + bl 
( al +b2/a2) 
= ao{a2a1 + b2) + bla2 
(ala2 + b2) 
= a2(aoa1 + b1) + b2ao 
(a2a1 + b2) 
= a2A1 + b2Ao 
a2B1 + b2Bo 
and A2 = a2A1+ b2Ao, B2 = a2B1+ b~0 • 
Proceeding thus it can be shown that An and Bn are 
defined for successive values of n by the equations: 
(1-3) 
These are called recursion formulas. If A_l and B_1, which 
occur in the right hand members are defined as A_1 = l and 
B_l : 0 the equations will hold for all n greater than or 
equal to one. ~l) p. 38~ 




is the last convergent, but if Fis a non-
5 
terminating continued fraction, then F must be evaluated as 
a limit; 
F = lim. Azl 
n .. o0> Bn 
Definition: An expression of the form; 
• • (1-4) 
where ai is a positive integer (a0 may be zero) 1s called 
a simple continued fraction. The a 0 , a1 , a2 , •• are 
called partial quotients. I f Xn is defined by; 
Xo = + • • • 
. ... . . 
. . . 
then x 0 , x1 , x2 , •• are called complete quotients. Therefore 
the continued fraction F; 
F - l a.3 + • • + 
l 
Xri 
is obtained from its nth convergent by substituting the 
complete quotient Xii for the partial quotient~• 
( 1-5) 
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Any rational number can be expressed as a terminating 
simple continued fraction. To obtain such a representation 
the rational number is expressed first as a mixed number 
with the integral part added to the proper fraction. For 
example; 
= 3 + -4 
The proper fraction is then written as the quotient of 1 
and the reciprocal of this proper fraction; 
19 =- 3 + 1 T 
Now since the inverted fraction is greater than one the 
process can be repeated until a continued fraction of the 
desired form is obtained. 
19 = 3 + _L l 1 +T 
Any terminating simple continued r raction may be con-
verted into a rational number by essentially the same process 
with the steps reversed. For example; 
1 + 1 1 1 = 1 + 1 1 = 3 + 1 + 4 3 + T 
1 + l ++ = 1 + 1 = 1 + -2... = ½ T 19 19 
More generally if; 
Fn = ao + 1 1 1 al+ a2 + • . . . + an 
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then for n = l, 
Fi= a0 + l = aoal + 1 
a1 a1 
for n = 2, 
F2 = ao-+:- 1 1 aoa1&2 + ao + a2 = 1 al+ &2 ala2 + 
for n = 3, 
- aoa1a2a3-+:- aoal + aoa3 + a2a3 + l 
- a1a2a3 + a1 + a3 
The numerator and denominator follow a definite pattern 
where the numerator is some function of (a0 , a1, •• an) 
and the denominator is the same function of (a1,a2, •• ,an). 
The first person to calculate the value of this function was 
Euler. He contrived the following rule for its evaluation. 
EULER'S RULE: First take the product of all the terms. 
Then take every product that can be obtained by 
omitting any pair of consecutive terms. Then 
take every product that can be obtained by omit-
ting any two separate pairs of con~ ecutive terms, 
and so on. 
The sum of all such products gives the value of (a0 ,a1 , . . 
The product obtained by omitting all the terms is given the 
value l to fit the pattern correctly. [( 2) p. 8~ 
The nth convergent in this notation becomes; 
An= (ao,a1,a2, • • ,an) 
Bn (a1,a2,a3, • • ,an) 
The recursion formulas for simple continued fractions 
have the form; 
An = ~~-1 + ~-2 , 
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or in different symbols; 
(ao,a1, . . ,8n) = an(ao,a1, ,B-n.-1> + (ao,a1, . . ,8n-2) 
(a1,a2, . . ,8n) = 8n(a1,a2, ,an-1) + (a1,a2, . • .,an-2) 
These recursion formulas can be developed directly from the 
definition of (a0 .,a1 , •• ,an) and Euler's rule for its 
evaluation. [< 2) p. 8~ 
A simple relation that is satisfied by any two conse-
cutive convergents exists. This relationship which is of 
the greatest importance may be stated in the following form; 
AB - BA = (-l)n-l n n-1 n n-1 
For example, if n = 1, 
A1B0 - B1A0 = (a0 a1 + 1) - a 0 a 1 = 1 
This relation can be proved generally by use of the 
recursion formulas. If the values of An and Bn are 
substituted from the formulas; 
(1-6) 
AnBn-1 - BnAn.-1 = {anAn-1 + An-2)Bn-l - (anBn-1 + Bn-2>An-1 
= -(An-lBn-2 - Bn-1An-2) 
Thus the expression on the left, call it ~ n, has the property 
that l::,. n = - {'j n-l • Since ~ l = 1., D.2 = -1., in general 
= (-l)n-1 • n 
Therefore; 
One immediate consequence of this relation is that 
An_ and Bn are always relatively prime, since any common factor 
would have to be a factor of 1. 
is always in lowest terms. 
Thus the fraction An 
Bn 
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If the relation is written in a different form; 
the fact that the convergents are alternately less than, 
and greater than the final value of the fraction is evident 
since the difference of consecutive convergents is positive 
if n is odd and negative if n is even. Also, since the 
numbers B0 ,B1, •• ,Bn increase steadily, the difference 
decreases steadily as n increases. 
This fact can be shown geometrically for a specific 
example. 
~03 = 1 + .i_ 1 1 1 1 
3 +1+S-+1+1 
Ao = 1 = 1.000 Bo 
Al=~ ~ 1.333 B1 -
Az. 5 B
2 




B3 = 23 r;:: 1.261 1.2 
= 21h B4 27 1.2.59 
= = 1.260 B5 0 1.1 
1.0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
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This relationship is also useful in solving the equation 
ax+ by= 1 for integral values of x and y. This equation 
will, of course, have solutions only if a and bare relative-
ly prime. To solve this equation the fraction a is written 
b as a continued fraction where; 
Ao = a 
Bn b 
and 
the nth convergent. Then; 
is the convergent preceding 
AoBn-1 - Bn~-1 = (-l)n-1 or aBn-1 - b~-1 = (-l)n-1 
Thus either (Bn.-1,-Ao_1 ) or (-Bn_1 ,~_1 ) is a solution of 
the original equation depending on the value of n. If n is 
even the first is a solution, if n is odd the latter is a 
solution. This method can also be applied to solving 
indeterminate equations of the first degree, ax+ by= c 
where a, b, and care integers and a and bare relatively 
prime. 
So far, all continued fractions considered have 
been expressions of rational numbers. It is also poss i ble 
to express an irrational number as a continued fra ction. 
Common sense would tell one that since all terminating 
continued fractions are rational numbers then an irrational 
number must be expressed in the non-terminating form. This 
is shown to be true in the development of a continued fraction 




Let p be any irrational number and a
0 
= [ P] _-::- Then; 
p = ao + p ' 
p' = 1 
P1 
p=a +1. o Pl 
where O < p' < 1 
where 
But Pi is irrational so the operation can be repeated, 
1 where 
and p 2 ) 1 
By continuing the operation n+l times the expression, 
1 1 
• • • • + + Pn+l 
is obtained where a 1 = [ P1] !'or 1 = 1,2,3, ••• and Pn+l 
is irrational and greater than one. 
From Euler's rule and the recursion fo rnulas it can 
now be shown that this expression does converge top as n 






Pn+lAzi + Azi-1 
Pn+lBn + Bn-l 
Pn+l~ + .i\i-1 
Pn+lBn + Bn-1 - Bn = 
An-lBn - Bn-lAn 
Bn(Pn+lBn + Bn-1) 
~he notation [p] , where pis any real number, will be 
def'ined throughout this paper as: [ P] equals the greatest 
integer less than or equal top. 
= < 1 
or 
p < l BB n n-1 
B1,B2,B3, ••• are strictly increasing natural 
numbers so as n increases without bound so does B. n 
Therefore; 
lim An L lim 1 0 p Bn BnBn-1 = ll • CO n ~c,o 
lim p = 0 - Bn n ... O() 
or lim Ari 
n --.11 oo Bn = p 
Therefore; 
1 1 1 
al + a2 + • • • • , + 8ri + • • • 
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converges to the value of the original number pas n i ncreases 
without limit and therefore is a true representation of p. 
The representation of an irrational number by an 
infinite continued fraction suggests another question. If 
any infinite sequence of numbers (a ,a1 ,a2, ••• ) all 0 ' 
of which are natural numbers, except possibly the first which 
may be zero, is used in forming the simple continued fraction; 
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can meaning be attached to the expression and will it be 
irrational? The fact that this continued fraction has a 
limit is most easily proved by considering the even con-
vergents, Ao, A2, •• and the odd convergents, A1, ~, 
Bo B2 B1 BJ 
The even convergents form an increasing sequence which is 
bounded above, since all are less than Ai. The odd conver-
B1 
gents form a decreasing sequence which is bounded below, since 
all are greater than Ao. Now using the relation 
Bo 
A ~-1 n -
73;; Bn-1 
r~ lim 
n • ..a L Bn 
lim An 
n • ...o Bn 
:!:1 = BnBn-1 
An-1] = Bn-1 
= lim n • c.o 
lim 




0 = BB n n-1 
(1-6) 
Without loss of generality, n can be assumed to be even 
therefore making n-1 odd. Consequently both even and odd 
convergents approach the same limit as n increases without 
bound. If this limit is denoted asp then it can be shown 
that; 
a 
0 • • 
l 
+ + 
is the continued fraction that would be obtained by the 
method previously mentioned. [(2) p. 9~ 
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As indicated on page three of this paper, an 
infinite continued fraction is adequately determined only 
when some rule is stated so that the nth term can be 
obtained from the (n- l)st term. Probably the best known 
and widely studied rule for forming continued fractions is 
that of the recurring period. If a single partial quotient 
or a group of consecutive partial quotients recur continually 
in a continued fraction it is called a recurring continued 
fraction. I.f the recurring period of the fraction is 
denoted as; 
l l 1 
8n + S.n+l + an+l + • • • + a 
then the recurring portion of the continued fraction may 
be evaluated by setting; 
x=~+-1_ 
fin+l + 
1 1 1 
an+2 + • • • + an+k + 7r 
and solving for x. This produces a quadrat:c whose posi-
tive root is the value of the recurring portion. [0) p. 57~ 
The general theorem that any quadratic irrational 
number has a continued fraction representation which is 
periodic after a certain stage was first proved by Lagrange 
in 1770. [ <2) p. 9~ 
The recurring period of the continued fraction is 
called the cycle while the non-recurring portion, if such 
exists, is called the acyclic part. A periodic continued 
fraction with no acyclic part is said to be purely periodic. 
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The purely periodic continued fraction represents a 
particular kind of quadratic irrational number. 
If., 
then., 
p = p~ + ~-1 
pBn + Bn-1 
1 
a2 + • • • • 
If q is defined to be the continued fraction obtained 
by reversing the period of p., that is 
q = + 1 
an-1 + 
then., 
q = q~ + Bn 
qAn-1 + %-1 
1 
+ • • • 
1 
q 
This result in which the~., ~-l' Bn, Bn_1 ., are the same 
in both equations follows from the fact., based on Euler's 
rule., that the value of (a0 ,a1, •• ,an) is unchanged if 
the terms are taken in the opposite order. Solving the first 
equation for p and the second for - 1 q . 
= Ari - Bn-1 + J/(Bn-1 - An) + 4BnAzi-1 
P 2Bn 
- 1 = 
q 
- Bn-1 - l/(Bn-1 - ~) + 4Bn~-l 
2Bn 
From this it follows that 1 is the algebraic conjugate 
q 
of p. Since q is greater than one., - 1 lies between -1 and o. 
q 
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Henc e any purely periodic continued fraction represents 
a quadratic irrational number p which is greater than 1, 
. and whose conjugate - 1 lies between - 1 and o. q is 
q 
defined by the continued fraction which is obtained 
by reversing the period of the continued fraction which 
represents p . The converse of this rule was first 
proved by Galois in 1828, though the result was implicit 
in the earlier work of Lagrange . L( 2) p. 100] 
With this background it is a simple matter to develop 
the form for VN where N is a natural number but not a 
perfect square. The conjugate of '(N is -r'if which does not 
lie between -1 and o. Hence the continued fraction for 
'fN cannot be purely periodic. However the number a 0 + -i{'Ir, 
where a 0 _ ['{Ff) , has the conjugate a 0 - fN' which does 
l ie between - 1 and o. 
Hence the continued fraction; 
= ao + fN = 2a0 + 1 1 1 1 p 2a0 al+ a2 + . . • . + an + 
and 
+ 1 1 1 1 1 q = 
8n ~-1 + 2a0 + an-2 + . + al+ + . . • 
But 1 - a - fN which implies that q = 1 - - - 0 VN • q - ao 
This form may be evaluated by noting that, 
fN - ao = Cao + lN) - 2a f'rom which, 0 
VN - ao 1 1 1 1 - -- a2 + • + 2a0 + al+ . . + . • . • 
+ . . . 
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Therefore two expressions are obtained for q; 
q = ___ 1__ 





8n-2 + • 
_L l i._ 
• • + a 1 + 2a O + 8n + • 
Therefore the two expressions are equal and the respective 
partial quotients must be equal, a1 = 8n, a2 = an-l' 
a3 = 8n_2, and so forth. Hence the continued fraction for 
N is necessarily of the form; 
1 l 
• • + a 1 + 2a0 + •• 




it consists of the symmetrical partial quotients a 1 , a2 , •• . . . [c 2 ) p • 101±] 
The continued fraction representaticn of VN is 
treated in greater detail in chapters 2 and 3. 
There are not many irrational numbers, other than 
quadratic irrationals, whose continued fractions are known 
to have any features of regularity. For instance, it is 
not lmown whether the terms of the continued fraction for 
~ , which begins; 
-?'2° = l + 
3
1 + + l l l l 
V.... ::::> + 1 + 1 + 4 + 1 + • • • 
form any recognizable pattern or not; and no method by which 
such a problem can be attacked is known. 02) p. loil 
. . 
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Euler, who invented the symbol e and calculated its 
value to 23 places, found several interesting continued 
. fraction representations of functions involving the irra-
tional number e. Some of the more important are; 
e=2+ 1 1 2 3 + 
-1- + 2 + 3 + 4 + + • • • [C4) P. 85J 
where 2, 4, 6, . . • are separated by two ones each time. 
\lo_ + 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
, .., - 1 --Y-+1+--Y-+~+"T+-Y-+1+9. . . 
1 
[4) P• 8~ 
••• + 4n -2 + ••• 
more generally, 
_g 
ek - 1 _ 1 1 1 1 r, ;::i 
2 - 7z- + 3k + + ••• + (2n-l)k + ••• L5_2)p.107_i 
ek + 1 
Other important irrational numbers for which continued 
fraction representations are known include TT and some loga-
rithms. The following continued fraction was communicated by 
Lord Brouncker (1620-1684) to John Wallis. 
rr = .JL i2 .£ ..J3:.. 
1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +. li4) P• 78J 
The continued fraction for the natural logarithm of t wo 
has the form; 
log 2 - 1 12 22 32 - --Y- + -Y- + T + T + . . . . (n-1) 2 + 1 + • • • u 1 )p. 39§ 
CHAPTER II 
AN AI.GEBRA OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
This chapter is devoted to the development of an 
algebra of those continued fractions used to represent the 
\Ji, where N is any natural number. When VN is an irrational 
number, it was shown in the previous chapter to have a 
unique form when expressed as a simple continued fraction. 
The {N can be expressed in another special form as a 
general continued fraction. This form is; 
. . • • 
The following theorems show that the \[N has this form 
and that any expression of this form represents the positive 
square root of some natural number. 
Theorem 1: If N is a natural number then N can be 
expressed in the form; 
\l"j a + __.E_ b b b 
, .1~ = 2a + 2a + 2a + 2a + 
where a takes any one of the values 1,2,3, 
any one of the values 0,1,2, •••• 
Consider the equation; 
x2 - 2 [IN] x - N + [fi] 2 = 0 
. . and b takes 
When solved by the quadratic formula this equation yields 
the solution, x = [ffe] ! . However, if it is solved 
in the following manner the solut i on takes a different 
form. 
dividing through by x gives, 
x = 2 [fN] + N - GN] 2 • X 
If the x in the denominator is replaced by the entire 
right hand side of the equation; 
X = 2 [lfN 1 + N - ['/NJ 2 
2 [I/NJ + N - [w] 2 
X • 
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If this process is continued indefinitely x takes the form; 
X = 2 [VNJ + N - [I/Ni 2 N - fiJN] 2 N - [1JN] 2 
2 [VN] + 2 ['IN] + 2 [VN] + 
Now if the two positive solutions are equate ,., ; 
[V}U + = 2 ['/NJ + N - [i[N] 2 
2 [i/N] + 
N - ['{N] 2 
2[fi] . . . 
or 
'{N = ['/NJ + N - [[i{_j2 
2 [VNJ + 
Therefore '[N is of the form; 
N - [(N] 2 
2 [Vi] + 
\rii b b b 
Y N = a + Ta" + 2a + 2a + • . . 
where a = ['/NJ and b = N - [VN] 2 • 
• • • • 
. . . . 
Theorem 2: If a and bare natural numbers then; 
a + b b b 2a + 2a + 2a + . . • 
is equal to 'iN where N is also a natural number. 
Let 
X = a + b b b 2a + 2a + F + . . . 
then 
x = a + b b b 
a+ a+ 2a + 2a + •••• 
= a + b 
a+ X 
x-a= __ b_ 
a+ X 
(x a) (x + a) = b 
x 2 a2 = b 
x2 = a2 + b 
X = 'Va2 + b 
Therefore; 
'yN = a + b b b 
2a + 2a + 2a + ••• 
2 where N = a + b. This is a natural number since a and 
bare natural numbers. 
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This form is used exclusively in the remainder of this 
chapter so for convenience the special notation 
(a,b) = a+ __E._ --E.... ....!?_ 
2a + 2a + 2a + • is adopted. 
22 
With this notation the results of the two previous 
theorems can be stated as; 
Theorem 1: {N = ( ['IN] , N - {w_] 2) 
Theorem 2: (a,b) =i a2 + b • 
With the form of the continued fraction for 'IN estab-
lished and a convenient notation agreed upon the development 
of an algebra may be started by defining equality with the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3: (a,b) is equal to (c,d) if and only if a2 + b 
equals c2 + d. 
From theorem 2; (a,b) =~a2 + b and (c,d) =-Yc2 + d. 
If; 
a 2 + b = c 2 + d then 1 a2 + b =Vc2 + d 
from which it follows that (a,b) = (c,d). 
Conversely, if (a,b) = (c,d) then; 
~ a 2 + b = 
a 2 + b = c 2 + d 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
This definition of equality is shown to be a true 
equivalance relationship by the following corollaries. 
23 
Corollary 1: Equality is reflexive, that 1s (a,b) = (a,b). 
(a,b) = (a,b) if a 2 + b = a 2 + b 
which is true therefore; {a,b) = (a,b) 
Corollary 2: Equality is symmetrical. If {a,b) = (c,d) 
then (c,d) = (a,b)o 
If; (a,b) = (c,d) then a 2 + b = c 2 + d 
and 
c 2 + d = a 2 + b, therefore (c,d) = (a,b). 
Corollary 3: Equality is transitive. If (a,b) = (c,d) and 
(c,d) = (e,f) than (a,b) = (e,f). 
(a,b) = (c,d) implies that a 2 + b = c 2 + d 
{c,d) = {e,f) implies that c2 + d = e 2 + f 
but the transitive law is valid for equal ity of natural 
numbers so; 
a2 + b = e2 + f, and therefore (a,b) = (e, f ). 
Corollary 4: Equality is determinative. For any (a,b) 
and (c,d}, either (a,b) = (c,d) or (a,b) (c,d). 
Certainly for any natural numbers a,b,c, and d 
either a 2 + b = c 2 + d or a 2 + b c 2 + d. Because the 
equality relationship, (a,b) = (c,d) if and only if 
a2 + b = c2 + d 1s symmetric for any (a,b) and (c,d) if; 
a2 + b = c2 + d then (a,b) = (c,d) 
and if; 
a 2 + b * c2 + d tnen (a,b) F (c,d) 
Upon examining the (a,b) expression and the equality 
relations several facts can be discuvered about the nature 
of this expression. Two of the more apparent facts are 
(1) that the expression is not always an irrational number 
and (2) that like common fractions, several continued 
fractions may have the same value. The following theorems 
deal with these facts more explicitly. 
Theorem 4: The expression (a,b) is a natural number if 
bis zero or if b = 2an + n2, where n is a natural number. 
If b = 0 
(a,b) = (a,O) =1a2 + 0 = a 
If b = 2an + n 2 
(a,b) = (a, 2an + n 2 ) =Ya2 + 2an + n2 
=1(a + n) 2 =a+ n 
Corollary 1: (a-n, 2an - n 2 ) = (a,O) 
b = 2an - n2 = 2an - 2n2 + n 2 = 2(a-n)n + n 2 
therefore; 
(a-n, 2an - n 2 ) is rational. 
{a-n, 2an-n2 ) = 1ca-n) 2 + 2an - n 2 =1a2 - 2an + n 2 + 2an - n2 
=-(;_2. = a. = (a,O) 
Corollar:;t 2 . 1 = k + 1 k + 1 k + 1 . k + k + k + . . . 
where k is any natural number. 
From the theorem, a + n = (a,2an + n2) 
If', n = 1 then a + l = (a,2a + 1) = 
= a + 2a + 1 2a + l 2a. + 1 2a + 2a + 2a + • • • . 
Substituting~ for a gives; 
2 
k + l = k + k + l k + l k + l 2 2 k + k + k + . . • 
or 
l = k + l k + 1 k + l k + k + k + . . . • 
Def'inition: The continued fraction (a,b) which represents 
'/N" is in "lowest terms" when a = ['{NJ • 
Theorem 5: (a,b} = {N will be in lowest terms only if b 
is less than or equal to 2a. 
Assume b > 2a and a= [{NJ , then b = 2a + k where k 1 
and (a,b) = (a, 2a + k) = (a,2a + l + k - l) = Ya 2 + 2a + 1 + k - l 
= ic a + l) 2 + k - 1 
then; 
(a+ 1)2 + k - l = N where k - 1 O 
therefore; 
(a + 1)2 N or a + 1 £YN 
Therefore, a + 1 is included in 'fN so a I [Yi] which contradicts 
the original assumption . Hence a must equal [vi] only if b 
is less than or equal to 2a. 
The following theorem can be used to reduce (a,b) 
to its lowest terms. 
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Theorem 6: {a,b) equals (a+ n, b - 2an - n2 ) where n is an 
integer. 
(a,b) = ia2 + b = fa2 + 2an + n2 + b - 2an - n2 = 
l (a + n) 2 + b - 2an - n 2 ={a+ n, b - 2an - n2) 
The result of this theorem shows that the reducing 
process is one of increasing the a term and decreasing the 
b term. To apply the theorem n must be chosen so that the 
final form will be in lowest terms. The b term of the 
result must therefore be less than or equal to twice the 
a term, (b - 2an - n2) 2(a + n). This will be accomplished 
if n is large enough, but if n is chosen too large the b 
term will become negative. Since (a,b) i s not defined for 
negative integers n must be chosen so that; 0 (b - 2an - n2). 
Solving this inequation for n• ,
0 b - 2an - n2 
n2 + 2an b 
n2 + 2an + a2 a2 + b 
(n + a)2 :f: a2 + b 
n + a 
n ~a 2 + b - a 
To reduce to lowest terms n must be chosen as large as 
possible and n must be an integer. Therefore the proper 
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value would be the greatest integer less than or equal to 
j a 2 + b - a or ~ 2 + b - • Since a is an integer this 
becomes n = [Va2 + aj - a. This result could be obtained 
intuitively from the definition of lowest terms which states 
that if (a,b) = VN , a must equa1 [fN] for (a,b) to be in lowest 
terms. If a is less than [VN] then one must add enough to a 
to obtain the value of ['fN] • If n is added to a then; 
a + n = [~ or n = [YN] - a 
which is the same value of n found abo-ve since N = a2 + b. 
Two operations are defined for this system. They are 
called addition and multiplication and are defined in terms 
of the conventional operations with the same names. When 
the operation for this system is intended the symbol ® 
is used for addition and © is used for multiplication. 
When these symbols occur without the circle the conventional 
operation is intended. 
Definition: The addition @ of the square roots of two 
natural numbers Mand N is defined by; 
{M $ 'ffi" = { M + N 
This is obviously not addition in the conventional 
sense but when two square roots are added the result is not 
usually a square root. Therefore the result would not have 
a continued fraction of the form (a,b). This would eliminate 
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the property of closure as well as introducing other com-
plications. To avoid these difficulties this definition 
of addition has been ch0sen. 
Theorem 7: For any (a,b) and {c,d), (a,b) (t) {c,d) is equal 
to {a,b + d + c2 ). 
{a, b) @ ( c, d) = 1a 2 + b (±) 1c 2 + d = 1 (a2 + b) + (c2 + d) 
= --Va2 + {b + d + c2 ) = {a,b + d + c2). 
Definition : The multiplication @ of the square roots of 
two natural numbers Mand N is defined by; 
~@ '(i = '{M X N 
Theorem 8 : For any {a,b) and (c,d), (a,b) ® {c,d) is 
equal to (ac,bc 2 + da2 + bd). 
(a,b) ® (c,d) = -/a_2_ +_ b © ic2 + d = Y( a2 + b) X (c2 + d) 
= (ac,bc2 + da2 + bd). 
The operations for this system, addition and 
multiplication, display many of the properties of the 
respective convent-ional operations. These properties are 
illustrated in the following section. 
Closure: 
Addition: {a,b) S {c,d) = {g,h) where g and h are 
natural numbers. 
(a,b) ffi (c,d) = (a,b + d + c2 ) = {g,h) where g = a 
and h = b + d + c2. 
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Multiplication: (a,b) ® {c,d) = (g,h) 
(a,b) ® (c,d} = (ac, bc2 + da2 + bd) = (g,h) where 
g = ac and h = bc2 + da2 + bd. 
Well defined: 
Addition: If (a,b) = (c,d} then (a,b) @ (e,f) = (c,d) ® (e,f). 
( a, b) EB ( e , f) = ( a, b + f + e 2 ) = 7/a 2 + b + f + e 2 = i a2 + b + e 2 + f 
if (a,b) = (c,d) then a 2 + b = c2 + d so by substitution; 
1 a2 + b + e2 + f = l c2 + d + e2 + f = (c,d} $ (e,f). 
Multiplication: If (a,b) = (c,d) then (a,b) ® (e,f) = 
(c,d) @ (e,f). 
(a,b) ® (e,f) = (ae,be2 + fa2 + bf) 
f a2e 2 + bc2 + fa2 + bf = Y(a2 + b) X (e2 + f) 
if (a,b) = (c,d) then a2 + b = c2 + d so by substitution 
i (a2 + b) X (e 2 + f) = V(c2 + d J X (e2 + f) = (c,d) @ (e,f) 
Cancellation: 
Addition: If (a, b ) @ ( e, f) = ( c, d) @ ( e, f) then 
{a,b) = (c,d). 
if; 
(a,b) @ (e,f) = (c,d) @ (e,f) 
then; 
(a,b + f + e 2 ) = (c,d + f + e 2 ) 
which implies that; 
a2 + b + f + e2 = c 2 + d + f + e 2 
or 
a2 + b = c 2 + d which implies that (a,b) = (c,d) 
Multiplication: If (a,b} (X) (e,f) = (c,d) ® (e,f) then 
(a,b) © (c,d) . 
if, 
(a,b} © (e,f) = (c,d) ® (e,f) 
then, 
(ae,be 2 + ra2 +bf)= (cd,de2 + fc 2 + df) 
whi ch implies that, 
r 
a2e2 + be2 + ra2 +bf= c2e2 + de2 + fc2 + df 
(a2 + b ) X (e 2 + f) = (c2 + d) X (e2 + f) 
or, a2 + b = c2 + d which implies that (a,b) = (c,d) 
Commutative: 
Addition: (a,b) tf) (c,d) = (c,d) @ (a,b) 
(a,b) EB (c,d) = (a,b + d + c2 ) = Ya2 + b + d + c2 
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= ..,/c 2 + d + b + a 2 = (c,d + b + a 2 ) = (c,d) <£l {a,b) 
Multiplication: {a,b) © (c,d) = (c,d) ($J (a,b} 
(a, b) @ ( c, d) = { ac, be 2 + da 2 + bd) 
= { ca, da 2 + b c 2 + db) = ( c , d ) @ ( a, b ) 
Associative : 
Addition: IT a,b) E& (c,d] EB (e,f) = (a,b) e [cc,d) e (e,:rI) 
[ a,b) $ (c,dLJ $ (e,f) = {a,b + d + c2) Et> (e,f) 
= [a,(b + d + c2) + f + e2J = f ,b + (c. +f+ e2) +c~ = 
(a,b) (c, b +f +e2 ) = (a,b) IT c,d) @ (e,f~ 
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Multiplication: Ea,b) © (c,du © (e,f) = (a,b) © ~ c,d) © (e,fTI 
~ a,b) ® (c,d TI ® (e,f) = (ac,bc2 + da2 + bd) ® (e,f) 
= l cac)e,(b c 2 +da2+ bd)e2+ f'(ac)2 + (bc2 + da2+bd) rj 
= [ ace, bc2e2 + aa2e2 + bde2 + ra2c2 + bc2r + da2r + bdf' 
= (ace, bc2e2 + de2a2 + fc2a2 + dfa2 + bde2 + bfc2 + bd1') 
= [a.(ce),b(ce ) 2 + (de 2 + rc2 + di')a2 + b(de 2 + rc 2 + df >J 
= (a, b ) @ ( c e , de 2 + f c 2 + df' ) = ( a, b ) @ [c c , d ) © ( e , f D 
Distributive : Multiplication is distributive with respect to 
addition. 
(a,b) © [ cc,d) (B (e,f~ = ll a,b) © (c,dTI EB fa,b) © (e,f] 
(a,b) ® ~ c,d) (e,fj = (a,b) © (c,b + f + e2) 
= [ac,bc2 + (d + f + e2)a2 + b(d + f + e2 U 
= (ac, bc 2 + da2 + fa2 + e 2a 2 + bd +bf+ be 2 ) 
= [ ac, (bc2 + aa2 + bd) + (be2 + fa2 +bf)+ (ae)2j 
= (ac, bc2 + da2 + bd) ® (ae, be2 + fa2 + bf) 
= ~ a,b) © (c,d~ @ ~ a,b) ® (e,f~ 
CHAPTER III 
A METHOD FOR OBTAINING SIMPLE CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
The special form ( a, b) obviously does not produce a 
simple continued fraction every time. However, this form 
can be used to develop a method of obtaining simple continued 
fraction representations of the square roots of natural 
numbers. 
This method is based on theorem 6 and the fact that 
in a general continued fraction; 
+ • . . . . . . 
the value is unaltered if bn, 8n, and bn+l are each multiplied 
by the same constant. Theorem 6 indicates that (a,b) 
can be written in more than one form. To be exact, if 
(a,b} is in lowest terms, it can be written in "a" different 
forms. These forms are; 
(a,b) = (a-1,b + 2a - 1) = (a-2,b + 4a - 4) = • . . . 
= [1,b + 2a(a-l) - (a-1} ~ (3-1} 
Inspection of the continued fraction; 
(ab)= a+ ...E.... b b ' 2a + 2a + 2a + . . • . 
. 
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shows that each partial quotient xn has the value a+ (a,b). 
If another form of (a.,b) is substituted for (a,b) it will 
not change the value of the continued fraction. Furthermore 
if this second form, say (a 1 ,b' ), is substituted to form 
( ) b b 1 b 1 a,b =a+ a+ a'+ 2a 1 + 2a 1 + . . . (3-2) 
and if b divides both (a+ a 1 ) and b 1 then b can be divided 
out and the first step in obtaining a simple continued 
fraction will be completed. Repetition of this process 
yields the desired result. 
An example is given to illustrate this method. 
19 = (4,3) = (3,10) = (2,15) = 
(4,3) = 4 + + + + + + + 
(1,18) 
. . . 
= 4 + 
3 f f f 4+2 + + + + • . 
= 4 + + + + f + f + . . 
= 4 + 1 _i_ 10 10 2 + 2+3, + T + T + . . 
=4+ 1 1 2 10 10 2 + -r + T + T + T 




+ • . 
10 
. 
2 + I"" + 3+ ++ T+t>+ . • • 
= 4 + ....L 1 1 5 15 f 
2 + T" + 3 + 3+2 + ~+ + • . • 
= 4 + 1 1 1 1 + + f +f +. 2 + --y- + 3 + -r- + . • 
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= 4 + 1 1 1 1 3 3 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 2+4 + T + + • 
= 4 + 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 "'T + + j+ -r + "'T + --g- + tr+ • 
Now the partial quotient beginning with~ is the same as 
the original and the process repeats again. It will be 
noticed that in the fifth step no substitution was required 
to reduce the numerator to one. In many continued fra ctions 
this will be the case, thereby shortening the p r-oceas 
considerably. Also it will be noticed that in the ninth 
step either (4,3) or {1,18) could be substituted for (a,b). 
On page 11 of the first chapter in the development of a 
simple continued fraction ai = [Pil . If this method is to 




Two main questions must be answered before this method 
can be put into general use; (1) Can the continued fraction 
(a',b') which is equal to (a,b) be found such that b divides 
(a+ a')?, (2) If such a continued fraction is found will 
b also divide b 1 ? These questions are answered in the two 
following theorems. 
Theorem 9: If (a,b) is in lowest terms and bis not zero 
then (a',b') equal (a,b) can be found such that b divides 
(a+ a 1 ). 
If (a,b} is in lowest terms and b # 0 then by theorem 




(a, a-1, a-2, ••• , 1),therefore a+ a 1 could take values 
(a+ a, a+ a - 1, ••• , a+ 1) or a consecutive numbers 
from a+ 1 to 2a inclusive. If bis between land a 
inclusive there exists at least one number in any~ consecu-
tive numbers that is divisible by b. If bis between a+ 1 
and 2a inclusive the values which (a+ a 1 ) may take include 
the same set of numbers. 
Therefore for O < b 2a there exist some number a < a + a 1 2a 
such that b divides a+ a•. 
Theorem 10: If (a,b) = (a 1 ,b 1 ) and b divides a+ a' then 
b also divides b 1 • 
If (a,b) = (a 1 ,b 1 ) then a 2 + b = (a' )2 + b 1 
and a 2 - (a 1 ) 2 + b = b 1 
(a+ a 1 )(a - a 1 ) + b = b' 
but; 
b divides a+ a• and b divides b, 
therefore b also divides b 1 • 
CONCLUSION 
An algebraic system for continued fractions which 
represent the positive square roots of natural numbers has 
been developed. These continued fractions, which could be 
represented by an ordered pair notation (a,b), were shown to 
follow a definite pattern. Using this notation equality was 
defined and was shown to be a true equivalance relationship. 
After defining the operations addition and multiplication 
it was shown that these operations follow the commutative 
and associative laws and that the distributive law of 
multiplication with respect to addition was valid. 
In connection with the work on continued fractions 
having the form (a,b}, many interesting questions arose which 
were not completely answered in this paper. One possibility 
that poses several questions is to allow a and b to take all 
possible integral values. When a takes the value zero, the 
continued fraction takes a degenerate form so (O,b) could not 
be allowed in the system. Other forms which could be consi-
dered in the system are {a,-b), (-a,b), and (-a,-b). With 
these additions a and b could retain their original ranges 
while the members of the ordered pairs could take all possibl e 
forms. When evaluated these forms have the values; 
{a,-b} = -fa2 - b, {-a,b) = -1'.2 + b, {-a,-b) = - f a2 - b • 
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This immediately leads to the question, 1Do (a,-b) 
or (-a,-b) produce imaginary numbers if bis larger than 
a 2? 1 • This question, whose answer is surely no, cannot be 
completely answered without further investigation. However 
in the specific cases which have been investigated the 
successive convergents either diverge or oscillate thereby 
making the infinite continued fraction representation invalid. 
If these three forms, with the proper conditions 
placed on a and b, were incorporated into the system, the 
operation of subtraction could be defined and both an additive 
identity (1,-1) and a multiplicative identity (1,0) could be 
introduced. 
A method for obtaining a simple continued fraction 
representation for the positive square root of a natural 
number has been developed. This method is a step by step 
process in which one basic step is repeat j until the simple 
continued fraction is obtained . It was proven that the first 
step could always be carried out but it was not rigorously 
proven that the step could always be repeated. This could 
not be accomplished without a more extensive study of the 
(a,b) form of continued fraction. From tl1e development of 
simple continued fractions and the fact that one and only 
one simple continued fraction exists which represents 'fN 
(where N is a natural number and not a perfect square} it 
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would follow intuitively that the repetition of this 
step is always possible. 
The simple continued fraction representing VN was 
shown in chapter one to have a special form. The general 
quadratic irrational a+ b\/N 
C 
where a, b, c, and N are 
all natural numbers (a could be zero also) can also be 
represented as a simple continued fraction. The extension 
of the method contained in this paper to include those 
simple continued fractions which represent a+ b'lN would 
C 
make an interesting project. 
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